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Do you remember fondue? It's back, and sweeping the nation with its tasty dishes and easy display!

Recapturing the glam from fondue's 1970's heyday, The Everything Fondue Party Book is ideal for

your entertaining needs!  Written by food expert Belinda Hulin, The Everything Fondue Party Book

takes you from planning what kind of party you want to what you should serve and even how you

should decorate. Fun fondue facts include:  Broth fondues for dinner Dessert fondues (and yes, this

means chocolate!) Cheese fondues for appetizers Cocktail suggestions to match your theme

Planning your perfect fondue party dÃ©cor  Impress your guests with a fabulous fondue party! Let

The Everything Fondue Party Book help you dip into an evening's worth of delicious food, friends,

and fondue!
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This book bowled me over! Wham! Bam! I have a teenage son and found this book to be very

exciting to explore as I was trying to come up with unique and tasteful, fun food ideas that would

appeal to his age group. I'm sure this book will be extremely helpful in my graduation party plans.

Fondue fun here we come. Boys just like to have fun, too!

We received this book for our wedding shower and we decided to turn things around and throw a

fondue party for our rehearsal dinner. We loved the ideas, recipes, and just getting to be with

everyone we loved, sharing ideas over some fabulous food. We love this book and can't wait to use



it again for a date night soon!

I found The Everything Fondue Party Book to be everything I wanted and more! An old hand at

fondue entertaining, I was thrilled to find updated recipes and ideas for entertaining. There's far

more than fondue in this recipe packed little book. It's an entertainment celebration! And a wonderful

book for gift giving. Hulin is a pro in every sense of the word.

This book has little fun or excitement to it. I love recipes, party planning books and learning of new

ways to entertain my teenage daughters and their friends. This book came up short on all aspects.

Boring, lifeless and little to no new entertainment information.

I recently did some research and bought a versatile fondue set so that I can make not only cheese

and chocolate fondue, but also broth and also hot pot. This book has a good variety of meals/

fondue. It even touches on hot pot which interests me since having been to a region of China where

this is popular and now I want to add it to my lineup. The explanations and layout are clear and

simple to follow. Like I say, there is good variety in this book, but I will almost certainly need more

books or online sources for more hot recipes as there are only several (from what I can see) in the

book. Further, there are no pictures, but I didn`t expect any considering that the book was

inexpensive. Finally, and this is no fault of the book, but I wish there was a better system to navigate

around kindle books to got to exact parts of the book where you want to go. Maybe there is and I

still need to find out how to do that.
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